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The Number One Reason China Wants to
Occupy America with Hundreds of Millions of
Colonists
By
Dave Hodges

July 15, 2019
In the past week, I have written the first four parts of a series which describes the Chinese
war plans which are to be implemented against the United States, in which much of the
information was derived from a leaked Chinese document that included the transcript of
the Chinese Defense Minister’s comments to the Central Committee of the Chinese Party.
In the course of my investigation, I discovered that the United Nations had transferred
control of its economic programs and social-cultural-educational programs to the
Chinese. Also, the UN is on board with the Chinese rebranding the meaning of human
rights from being one of protecting individual liberties to earning the right for economic
participation (eg Mark of the Beast and Social Credit System).
From a globalist perspective, the US must be destroyed as it is the number one barrier
to the full implementation of the satanically inspired New World Order. Further,
Americans, themselves, must also be totally destroyed because of their proclivity to
believe in individual liberties and their propensity to defend their rights with 300 million
gun estimated to be in private American hands. America and Americans are targeted for
complete obliteration by both the Chinese and the United Nations.
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Good News and Bad News
We do not have to fear a Chinese nuclear attack and that is the long and the short of the
good news. Not only did Chinese Defense Minister, Wei Fenghe, state this openly in a
leaked government document which expressed Chinese war plans intended to utterly
devastate the United States, he stated that genetic specific weapons would be used to
commit mass genocide against the United States while leaving the infrastructure and the
12 million Chinese alive in which only non -Chinese would perish
The Internet is filled with the new revelations that the Chinese are employing laser beam
technology to induce earthquakes. This is a cover story for the false flag that is coming
which will use the same technology which will serve to assist the Chinese in taking over
the United States. And what do the Chinese get for their trouble? They get our substantial
mineral wealth. Here is what I have learned.
The United States Is Not Broke
Contrary to what the power brokers would have you believe in order that you’ll give up
your pension, cut your wages, and settle for the life that people live in a third world
country, the globalists want you to believe that your nation is broke and there is nothing
you can do about it. In fact the opposite is true.
I am calling on President Trump to expose the fact that the United States of America is
awash in an unimaginable amount of mineral wealth. What belongs to the people has
been transferred, in the greatest theft in world history, from the workers and consumers
to the government as well as the banks and the portfolios of the criminal elite gangsters
which control the politicians with insider-trading and outright bribes.
Previously the biggest theft in world history was committed by the Federal Reserve as its
banks are able to loan against the value at a ratio of 9 to 1 in this modern day version of
fractional reserve banking. However, the biggest theft of American assets is literally
happening right below our noses. The banks will soon forsake their holdings as the
government, as I am being told, will move to nationalize every bit of mineral resource
wealth in this country under Executive Order 13603 or an updated version of the same.
Today just 400 Americans have more wealth than half of all Americans
combined. Despite this grim statistic which reveals the wealth imbalance in this country,
our nation has never been wealthier. Far beneath the ground, the federal government
and its bankster puppeteers, own the rights to mineral and energy leases, from which
they receive royalties, rents, and bonus payments, states the Institute for Energy
Research, an industry group. According to their estimates, government states that
the assets are worth $128 trillion. That’s almost eight times the national debt.“These
resources could be leased to third parties and could subsequently earn the state and
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national government huge royalties, rents, and bonus payments that estimates could total
almost $150 billion over 10 years, just for the oil and gas leases alone”.
Then why isn’t this being done? Simple, ask yourself who would lose money if this were
to come to fruition? These vast resources have been promised to the Chinese and they
are moving to take possession after they commit the genocide Wei Fenghe discussed in
the leaked document. This is the major reason why the Chinese need to occupy America
after the vast majority of the Americans are dead.
Already, the Chinese are in Hawaii to take possession of what gold America has left and
this is old news, dating back at least three years.
The Chinese run our solar energy business with their military front corporations. Their
soldiers are embedded and ready to act. In the past several years, we have learned that
a series of international "inland ports" will be created in conjunction with known mineral
rich areas and control of these areas will be handed off to the Chinese. Further, the
Chinese military will be stationed around these inland ports to ensure safety and security
of the Chinese investment and its mining and geological personnel.
This will be the foothold of their invasion force. For reasons to be discussed in the latter
part of this article, there is a much more ominous reason why the Chinese troops will soon
be a common occurrence on American soil. This will constitute only the beginning of the
short-range take over the Chinese have planned for America. Confirmation of the fact that
the Chinese will soon be taking possession of American mineral resources, comes from
a former CIA agent in an interview I conducted with him over three years ago.
During the course of my interview with this undisclosed source, he unequivocally stated
that China will be taking control of our mineral rich land resources in repayment for the
tremendous debt the United States owes China.
This would be a revelation that some will challenge because the "bury my head in the
sand crowd" is frightened by the revelations, except, I reported the existence of as well
as the estimated dollar amount of this mineral wealth on February 6, 2018, on my website
and shortly after that, I aired these facts on the Dan Cofall Show airing in Dallas/Ft.
Worth on station 1190AM a short time later. This is not new and represents a plan in
action, it is just that nobody was willing to listen because the context of the plot was not
clear when this information first surfaced.
America’s Debt Pales in Comparison to Our Mineral Wealth
As it has been widely reported, America has three levels of debt which needs to examined
in context with this stunning revelation of largely unknown mineral wealth:
1. National Deficit of $22 trillion dollars
2. Unfunded liabilities ($238 trillion dollars) in the form of Social Security, Medicare,
etc.
9
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3. Derivatives debt estimated at between $1 quadrillion to $1.5 trillion dollars.
Trump has improved the economy, but the debt has worsened and this is our Achilles
heel. As one can clearly see, we can pay off our immediate bills and cover more than half
of our unfunded liabilities. The derivatives debt should be repudiated because it is the
result of illegal banker investments. America has the ability to stem the debt tide. With the
development of these assets along with getting rid of the parasitic Federal Reserve,
America could be back on the path of national prosperity. However, this does not fit into
the globalist agenda which seeks to totally destroy America as well as most of the people
within the country. China has bought our debt and now they are owed and Wei Fenghe
stated, they are coming to collect after most of us are already dead.
America and the Globalist Agenda
The globalists goal is to establish a one world government and a one world economic
system (which is nearly complete as I write these words) which is ruled with extreme
authoritarianism and brutality in a futuristic version of neo-feudalism. To accomplish
these goals, there can be no Bill of Rights and American prosperity must be obliterated.
This is what we are in the midst of at this time as America is being torn down brick by
brick and we live in a country that is being targeted by the CHICOMS for the elimination
of 90% of the American population.
Why hasn’t Trump removed the United States from the United Nations?
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Leaked Document Shows Chinese Intent to
Commit Mass American Genocide Followed
the Occupation of America
By
Dave Hodges

July 12, 2019
The reason that the United States remains today is that it has never seen war on
its mainland. Once its enemies aim at the mainland, the enemies would have
already reached Washington before its congress finishes debating and authorizes
the president to declare war. But for us, we don’t waste time on these trivial things.
From Leaked Address to the CCP by the Chinese Defense Minister
Chinese Defense Minister Wei Fengh
This is the second part of this series which describe the genocidal intentions that the
Chinese toward America and this part establishes the Chinese intention to takeover
America and use that leverage to get the rest of the world to capitulate to Chinese
authority.
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Part One established the fact that the CCP intends to commit genocide against America
before fully occupying the country. Information from this CCP speech given by defense
Minister of Defense is shared here with an analysis.
The Main Motivation for Aggressive Chinese Military Policy
The lack of living space for China's 1.3 billion people is the central problem which is
threatening the economics and life-span of the Chinese. To the Chinese this is an issue
of economic survival. The document states ...
The first issue is living space. This is the biggest focus of the revitalization of the Chinese
race. In my last speech, I said that the fight over basic living resources (including land
and ocean) is the source of the vast majority of wars in history. This may change in the
information age, but not fundamentally. Our per capita resources are much less than
those of Germany’s back then. In addition, economic development in the last twenty-plus
years had a negative impact, and climates are rapidly changing for the worse. Our
resources are in very short supply. The environment is severely polluted, especially that
of soil, water, and air. Not only our ability to sustain and develop our race, but even its
survival is gravely threatened, to a degree much greater than faced (Nazi) Germany back
then.'
...solving the “issue of America” is the key to solving all other issues. First, this makes it
possible for us to have many people migrate there and even establish another China
under the same leadership of the CCP. America was originally discovered by the
ancestors of the yellow race, but Columbus gave credit to the white race. We the
descendants of the Chinese nation are entitled to the possession of the land! It is said
that the residents of the yellow race have a very low social status in United States. We
need to liberate them. Second, after solving the “issue of America,” the western countries
in Europe would bow to us, not to mention to Taiwan, Japan and other small countries.
Therefore, solving the “issue of America” is the mission assigned to CCP members by
history.
The relationship between China and United States is one of a life-and-death struggle.” Of
course, right now it is not the time to openly break up with them yet. Our reform and
opening to the outside world still rely on their capital and technology, we still need
America. Therefore, we must do everything we can to promote our relationship with
America, learn from America in all aspects and use America as an example to reconstruct
our country... we must not forget that the history of our civilization repeatedly has taught
us that one mountain does not allow two tigers to live together...We also must never forget
what Comrade Xiaoping emphasized “refrain from revealing the ambitions and put others
off the track.” The hidden message is: we must put up with America; we must conceal our
ultimate goals, hide our capabilities and await the opportunity.
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Weapons of Choice to be Used Against America
The Chinese are very specific. They do not believe that they can kill enough Americans
through conventional means to effect a change. It is clear that they are not going to use
nuclear bombs as this would invite the destruction of the planet. The report goes on to
say…
In history, when a country defeated another country or occupied another country, it could
not kill all the people in the conquered land, because back then you could not kill people
effectively with sabers or long spears, or even with rifles or machine guns. Therefore, it
was impossible to gain a stretch of land without keeping the people on that land. However,
if we conquered America in this fashion, we would not be able to make many people
migrate there. Only by using special means to “clean up” America will we be able to lead
the Chinese people there. This is the only choice left for us. This is not a matter of whether
we are willing to do it or not. What kind of special means is there available for us to “clean
up” America? Conventional weapons such as fighters, canons, missiles and
battleships won’t do; neither will highly destructive weapons such as nuclear
weapons. We are not as foolish as to want to perish together with America by using
nuclear weapons, despite the fact that we have been exclaiming that we will have the
Taiwan issue resolved at whatever cost. Only by using non-destructive weapons that can
kill many people will we be able to reserve America for ourselves
It is clear from what is said here, that the Chinese plan to commit genocide against the
United States so they can occupy our country. They do not want a shared occupation;
they want sole occupancy. And how will they accomplish this? They will use bioweapons
and genetic weapons that will not kill the Chinese on American soil. The following quote
should speak to their resolve to commit genocide against America before occupying the
country…
We must prepare ourselves for two scenarios. If our biological weapons succeed in the
surprise attack [on the United States, the Chinese people will be able to keep their losses
at a minimum in the fight against the United States. If, however, the attack fails and
triggers a nuclear retaliation from the United States, China would perhaps suffer a
catastrophe in which more than half of its population would perish. That is why we need
to be ready with air defense systems for our big and medium-sized cities. Whatever the
case may be, we can only move forward fearlessly for the sake of our Party and state and
our nation’s future, regardless of the hardships we have to face and the sacrifices we
have to make. The population, even if more than half dies, can be reproduced. But if the
Party falls, everything is gone, and forever gone!
It is clear that when the Chinese have successfully deployed their shields over their cities,
they will commence the bio and genetics weapons attack against the United States.
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Biological, Genetic Weapons Will Be the Weapons of Choice
The intent of the Chinese war plan is clear. They will lure the United States into a conflict
over Taiwan in an attempt to weaken the United States. This will be followed by the use
of biological, genetic based weapons that will kill many American (bio weapons intended
for Blacks, Whites and Latinos and they would spare the millions of Chinese presently
living in American which is a sub goal of the Chinese war plan. From the report it states…
Biological weapons are unprecedented in their ruthlessness, but if the Americans do
not die then the Chinese have to die. If the Chinese people are strapped to the present
land, a total societal collapse is bound to take place. According to the computation of the
author of Yellow Peril, more than half of the Chinese will die, and that figure would be
more than 800 million people!...The relationship between China and United States is one
of a life-and-death struggle...
Chinese should not kill other Chinese; would we have liberated China? As for the several
million Chinese living in the United States, this is of course a big issue. Therefore, in
recent years, we have been conducting research on genetic weapons, i.e. those weapons
that do not kill yellow people. But producing a result with this kind of research is extremely
difficult. Of the research done on genetic weapons throughout the world, the Israeli’s is
the most advanced. Their genetic weapons are designed to target Arabs and protect the
Israelis. But even they have not reached the stage of actual deployment. We have
cooperated with Israel on some research. Perhaps we can introduce some of the
technologies used to protect Israelis and remold these technologies to protect the yellow
people. But their technologies are not mature yet, and it is difficult for us to surpass them
in a few years. If it has to be five or ten years before some breakthroughs can be achieved
in genetic weapons, we cannot afford to wait any longer.
Certainly, in spreading Comrade He Xin’s views, we cannot publish the article in the party
newspapers, in order to avoid raising the enemy’s vigilance. He Xin's conversation may
remind the enemy that we have grasped the modern science and technology, including
"clean" nuclear technology, gene weapons technology as well as biological weapons
technology, and we can use powerful measures to eliminate their population on a largescale
We know that the Chinese control the drug cartels, therefore to some extent, they control
Mexico. I believe the delivery systems for the planned bioweapons and genetics weapons
attack will come from weaponized immigration. Whether it come from a Red Dawn which
would likely be initiated after the Chinese attack upon Taiwan. The weapons could also
be dispersed by the several covert Chinese troops stationed in America and are, for
example, running most of the solar energy farms.
An Additional Motive for the Chinese to Attack
Interestingly, the Chinese view the NWO as a supreme threat to their continued existence.
In his speech to the CCP, Wei Fengh noted the following:
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If you get on the website using key words to search, you will find out that a while ago,
comrade He Xin pointed out to the Hong Kong Business News during an interview that:
"The US has a shocking conspiracy." According to what he had in hand, from September
27 to October 1, 1995, the Mikhail Sergeevich Gorbachëv Foundation, funded by the
United States, gathered 500 of the world’s most important statesmen, economic leaders
and scientists, including George W. Bush (he was not the US president at the time), the
Baroness Thatcher, Tony Blair, Zbigniew Brzezinski, as well as George Soros, Bill Gates,
futurist John Naisbitt, etc., all of the world’s most popular characters, in the San Francisco
Fairmont hotel for a high-level round table conference, discussing problems about
globalization and how to guide humanity to move forward into the 21st century.
According to what He Xin had in hand, the outstanding people of the world in attendance
thought that in the 21st century a mere 20% of the world’s population will be sufficient to
maintain the world’s economy and prosperity, the other 80% or 4/5 of the world’s
population will be human garbage unable to produce new values. The people in
attendance thought that this excess 80% population would be a trash population and
"high-tech" means should be used to eliminate them gradually.
Since the enemies are secretly planning to eliminate our population, we certainly cannot
be infinitely merciful and compassionate to them. Comrade He Xin's article came out at
the right time, it has proven the correctness of our tit for tat battle approach, has proven
Comrade Deng Xiaoping’s great foresight to deploy against the United States military
strategy.
This means that the CCP are quite the conspiracy theorists. They obviously believe in the
depopulation efforts which includes 5G, chemtrails, GMO's, certain vaccines, etc. Wei
Feng made it clear that they take this globalist assault upon humanity very seriously and
are using this as one of the motivators for their planned actions; against the globalists
and they perceive the NWO and America as one in the same.

Conclusion
After reading the leaked Chinese document which contained Wei Fengh's comments
about the CCP's intentions toward America, IA m reminded of the movie, Invasion of the
Body Snatchers. In the movie, alien spores land on Earth and take over people's bodies
while they sleep. These spores colonized America much in the same way that the Chinese
plan to colonize the United States.
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The UN Is Facilitating Chinese Dominance
Over the Planet
by
Dave Hodges

July 14, 2019
Recently I wrote a two part series on the Chinese government's intention to rule the planet
because they are the master race. According to a leaked Chinese government document,
the Chinese have set their sights set on exterminating as many Americans as possible
before colonizing the country. To some, this would have seemed like an outrageous claim.
I have over the past 3 days researched extensively evidence that would confirm this
leaked Chinese government document. I am pleased to announce that I have done so.
Summary of Chinese Goals As Stated by Wei Fenghe The Chinese Defense Minister
In the two part series the document alleges the following:
•

•

The Chinese need to expand beyond their territorial boundaries or they will cease
to exist as a nation because their country cannot sustain their population as they
lack natural resources , namely, food.
The Chinese have set their sights on making America there one in only enemy.
The defense minister of China stated that the mistakes made by Nazi Germany
16
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•

•

and the empire of Japan included having too many enemies. China was not going
to repeat that historical mistake.
The leaked government document discussed the Chinese intention to use bio
weapons against the United States, specifically, the use of genetically engineered
viruses that would not attack people of Chinese descent. The Chinese government
was concerned because there are approximately 12,000,000 Chinese inside the
United States.
The Chinese document further alluded to the fact that China , once they ruled over
the United States, would be in a position to control the entire W. This would make
them the rulers of the planet.

German Publication Illuminates the UN's Participation in the Takeover of the Planet
A self-described reader of The Common Sense Show, presumably from Germany,
sent me an article from the German publication, Der Spiegel. Inside this document, it was
made very clear that the United Nations under the leadership of tUN Secretary General
Gutterres, is transferring economic and cultural influences from the United Nations away
from the United States to the Chinese. It is very clear that the UN actions are in line with
china's intentions as expressed in the leaked Chinese government document.
The article begins by discussing how China wants to change it's notion of "basic human
rights" to its own definition which is now being embraced by the United Nations. In effect,
the Chinese are stating that they want to move away from basic individual liberties and
give people the earned right to economically participate. This is a very revealing
statement when we consider the nature in consequences of the Google-installed Chinese
Social Credit System.
Technocracy expert, Patrick Wood, stated on The Common-Sense Show that the
internet-control system is entirely in place. The system robs people of individual right to
self-expression on the Internet and the consequences for expressing "unpopular views"
not in line would the Communist Chinese Party, can result in an individual losing their
home, their right to medical treatment, the right to use public transportation, the right to
attend a Chinese University, and the fundamental right to hold a job. Patrick would went
on to provide a salient example in that he knew of an incident in China where a woman
was visited by Chinese security who were unhappy with a posting she made on a social
media site. She apologized and the men left without arresting her and she thought she
was in the clear. She was absolutely incorrect and within one month she had lost every
right that is listed above . In summary, she became a nonperson. This is a prime example
of how the Chinese are redefining human rights and transforming human rights into the
right to economically participate. Oh, and I know that Christians are already saying that
this is the beginning of the Mark of the Beast in which "bad behavior" will deny one the
right to "economically participate". Let me make it clear, if you do not express the
appropriate view you will lose your economic right to participate and the United Nations,
by default is on board with this tyranny.
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We are witnessing this from America's own social media today where people are losing
jobs and being deep platformed for expressing conservative and Christian principles.
The following are examples of how the UN is facilitating the Chinese economic and
cultural takeover of the planet ass supported by the UN and expressed in Der Spiegel.
The article was sent to me in German. The translation contains some idiomatic phrases
that are difficult to translate, and this results in the language being slightly disjointed.
However, idioms, or not, it is clear that the UN supports the Chinese takeover of the world.
Please take a look at the following quotes from the Der Spiegel article and your level of
concern will rise dramatically.
The peacekeeping missions are a direct global claim to leadership," says an analysis by
the Stockholm Peace Research Institute (Spri). Accordingly, there are three other
advantages for the Chinese leadership: To shape the image of a peaceful, "harmony"
oriented China around the world Expand non-combatant operations of the Chinese force
Training and gaining experience for the Chinese police and the military.
What peacekeeping missions. Let me remind the reader that the CSS has extensively
covered the fact that the UN was training the new Mexican National Guard in
"humanitarian" missions. If the missions of China, as a peacekeeper was benign, why are
the police and the military mentioned in the Der Spiegel quote? Please allow me to remind
everyone of the Kigali Principles which Obama signed us onto right before he left office.
It is a 29 nation agreement in which the United Nations can direct all 29 nations to
intervene in the internal affairs of a nation, by force is needed, in order to "restore order".
Whose order? The New World Order. And people wonder why I am concerned about a
Red Dawn invasion.
Increased funding for the United Nations can also have far-reaching benefits for the
Beijing leadership. It strengthens its influence on the Administrative and Budgetary
Committees. He in turn controls the budget of the Human Rights Committee - which the
Chinese want to see cut. The CP wants to explain the sovereignty of states as the most
important principle of international exchange. In addition, Chinese leaders are pushing
for the definition of human rights to be diverted from individual freedom to the right
to economic participation. In a commentary of the state news agency "Xinhua" this
becomes clear: The definition of human rights are as different as cultures in which they
are embedded. The Chinese concept includes components such as "development is a
human right", "combating poverty helps to enforce rights" and "human rights need
cooperation". The Chinese government has also campaigned within the United Nations.
The Chinese approach is now reflected in several resolutions of the UN Security Council,
it said in the "Xinhua" article on. For example, two years ago, the United Nations Human
Rights Council (UNHCR) introduced the concept of human rights through development
into the international human rights system. Then the tone becomes sharper: even though
the West-defined definition played an important role in the past, it does not make it
superior. The West has shown itself "intolerant" to the Chinese interpretation.
This quote does not need much in the way of interpretation. It is clear that the UN is
moving away from G20 Western control of the planet to Chinese control. This is absolutely
18
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the major reason behind the UN migration pact. The goals is to eviscerate the borders of
Western nations with out of control immigration. These weakened nations will be no
match for China. China is the agent that has been chosen to usher in the New World
Order. These intentions support the Chinese Defense Minister's comments in the alluded
to leaked Chinese Government document. Also, the CSS quoted UN officials earlier this
year in noting how UN officials were saying that they would be the global ruling authority
by 2030.
There will be a Part Four to this series. Paul Martin has a source that supports this plot to
takedown America in the manner described in the leaked Chinese government document.
Further, a DEA source confirms much of this and there is an emerging story out of
Australia which illustrates that new Chinese spirit of imperialism.

Weaponized Immigration-Infected Immigrants Are Being Deployed Across the Breadth of
the Country-Paul Martin-CSS
Submitted by Dave Hodges on Sunday, July 14, 2019 - 22:16.

I recently interviewed Paul Martin and he discussed an insider's revelation that preselected immigrants are being "weaponized" in order to infect as many Americans as
possible. This ultimately goes back to the Communist Chinese. Here is the complete
story...
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PART 2 – FEMA CAMPS
IN FULL OPEERATION
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The Psychological Reasons for America's
Defeat (Part One)
by
Dave Hodges

July 16, 2019

"We have met the enemy, and they are us"
This is the beginning of a multi-part series which describes the psychological process
which keeps America enslaved. In this part we will be discussing Bystander Apathy as a
primary contributor as to why most people in this country are simply laying down and
accepting defeat despite overwhelming evidence that the globalists want you dead and
they want to destroy your soul in the process.
The Short List of Reasons Which Will Lead to Mass Death In America
If a bad man breaks into your home and is choking you to death, even the most mild and
meek of us will attempt to assume some type of defensive posture at minimum. Yet in
America, it has been demonstrated, with documentation, about how much mortal danger
Americans are in. The following events are just a small summary of the dangers that
America faces.
I just completed a five part series which clearly shows that the Chinese, with the help of
the United Nations, plans to exterminate as many Americans as possibles and actually
colonize the former United States with millions of Chinese. The prize is our underground
wealth and the natural resources that China lacks. The five part series was well received,
but it should be putting Americans on the street in protest that our government is not
taking decisive actions against the Chinese government.
I have written numerous articles throughout the years detailing the existence of a Red
Dawn threat. I established the Chinese and Russian influence in Central and South
America. I detailed the paramilitary base training camps in El Salvador and Honduras
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which are training a hybrid paramilitary force of soldiers comprised of drug cartels and
Middle Eastern terrorists. I feel that this extensive work has fallen on deaf ears. It is
sufficient reason, alone, to close our southern border with the military. Crickets chirping....
Where are the American people who should be screaming for governmental
accountability. Yesterday, I conducted an interview with Sam Honnold who is a
missionary living in Mexico. The interview started out as a remembrance of what Ross
Perot warned America about back in 1991-2 and Sam compared Perot's warnings with
the actions and ultimate fate with that of other Latin American politicians. Same quoted
my work from five years ago, without realizing what I have previously written about the
Chinese inserting themselves into the driver's seat in Central America. Sam validated
everything I printed on the subject in the last 6 or 7 minutes. We ran out of time in this
segment and I will have him back on to explore this topic in more depth. He sounded a
lot like Kathy Rubio who I have interviewed on this topic many times. In addition, Sam
revealed what I have been saying in that millions, not thousands, are crossing our border.
He stated that 2.8 million of the 6 million people from El Salvador have crossed our border.
This would also include MS-13 as well as many trained paramilitary soldiers from the
cartels and terrorists from the Middle East. Listen to this interview, especially that last 6
or 7 minutes and you will clearly hear reasons why every American should be in the street
protesting the fact that we have not shut down our border. Even if the majority of
Americans cannot fathom the importance of what Sam stated in our interview, the point
was not lost on YouTube as they instantly demonetized the video.
People like to criticize me because I talk about how many of us are going to end up in
FEMA camps if and when the liberals regain control of the White House. Over five years
ago, I also revealed, with documentation, the existence of a classified Army document
which has been leaked online, entitled FM 3-39.40 Internment and Resettlement
Operations (PDF). The document was originally to be kept secret, but everyone in the
military command structure, as far as we know, is not on board with the encroaching
tyranny sweeping across this country. Yet, one year later, nobody has done anything
about this threat to American civil liberties.
Straight from the Internment/Resettlement article (12 February 2010 FM 3-39.40 1-5) it
states the following:
“…I/R operations may place Soldiers in continuous contact with or near insurgents,
terrorists, or criminals who will exploit every opportunity to escape and kill or injure U.S.
personnel or multinational partners“.
Speaking of our "Multinational partners", there are Russian troops training on our soil,
along with other UN “Peacekeeping” troops. The above excerpt and the following
paragraphs will make it clear regarding the INTENT to use “multinational partners” to
round up and detain American citizens.
Russian troops allowed into the previously conducted Grid EX II simulated EMP attack
drill? I covered this extensively beginning in 2014. Russian troops have also been used
to police major events on American soil. This is martial law desensitization training in
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which the Russians are trained to interact with American citizens. Also, FEMA signed a
bilateral agreement with the Russian military to permit a minimum of 15,000 Russian
soldiers to train on American soil and this was at a time when both Russia and China
threatened to nuke the United States if we dared to invade Syria or Iran in the Fall of
2013. The following is a quote from the Russian Emergency Situations Ministry:
“The Russian Emergency Situations Ministry and the USA Federal Emergency
Management Agency (FEMA) are going to exchange experts during joint rescue
operations in major disasters. This is provided by a protocol of the fourth meeting
of the U.S.-Russia Bilateral Presidential Commission Working Group on
Emergency Situations and seventeenth meeting of Joint U.S.-Russia Cooperation
Committee on Emergency Situations, which took place in Washington on 25 June
2013. The document provides for expert cooperation in disaster response
operations and to study the latest practices. In addition, the parties approved of
U.S.-Russian cooperation in this field in 2013-2014, which envisages exchange of
experience including in monitoring and forecasting emergency situations, training
of rescuers, development of mine-rescuing and provision of security at mass
events.”
AND WE ARE NOT IN THE STREETS PROTESTING THIS TYRANNY?
Even Most of the Awake Act Like Sheep
I have watched millions of our fellow countrymen show evidence that they are in various
stages of waking up to the bankster inspired tyranny that is attacking every facet of our
lives. The Independent Media has done a marvelous job of reaching the masses despite
being ridiculed and shut out of the mainstream media. The Independent Media is being
so effective that Congress has attempted, on several occasions, to declare us to “not be
journalists” (e.g. courtesy of Dianne Feinstein and the late John McCain) in several bills
that have narrowly failed in Congress. It is my considered opinion that we have awakened
enough people who are collectively capable of making substantial and fundamental
differences. This begs the obvious question, then why don’t we see a massive
uprising against the central bankers and their institutions of control? There is no simple
answer which will explain all the fence-sitting we are witnessing in the country today.
However, there is one social-psychological factor which explains why the majority of the
people who are awake to the present level of tyranny are not sufficiently motivated to act
and that factor is called bystander apathy.
Bystander Apathy
With all that the Independent Media has revealed, in the these areas, the country largely
remains comatose Why?.
The term bystander apathy (i.e. fence sitting) refers to the phenomenon in which the
greater the number of people present; the less likely people are to help a person in
distress. When an emergency situation occurs, observers are more likely to take action if
there are few or no other witnesses. The most frequently cited example of the bystander
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effect in introductory psychology textbooks is the brutal murder of a young woman named
Catherine “Kitty” Genovese. On Friday, March 13, 1964, the 28-year-old Genovese was
returning hoe from work. While Genovese approached her apartment entrance, she was
attacked and repeatedly stabbed by a man later identified as Winston Moseley. Despite
Genovese’s repeated calls for help, none of the dozen people in the nearby apartment
building who heard her cries called the police. The attack first began at 3:20 AM, but it
was not until 3:50 AM that someone first contacted police. Genovese’s death was
preventable and the failure of her neighbors to report the crime in progress, brought the
social-psychology term, bystander apathy, into the national discussion about people’s
unwillingness to act in an emergency situation. There are two major factors that contribute
to bystander apathy. First, the presence of other people creates a diffusion of
responsibility. Because there are other observers, individuals do not feel as much
pressure to take action, since the responsibility to take action is thought to be shared
among all of those present. Generally speaking, the greater the number of people which
are present in an emergency, the less likely people are to take action.
The implication of Bystander Apathy would strongly suggest that the more people that are
awakened by the Independent Media, the less likely individuals are going to act in defense
of life of and liberty against the encroaching bankster tyranny.
The second reason that people refuse to get involved is due to the need to behave in
correct and socially acceptable ways. When other observers fail to react, individuals
often take this as a signal that a response is not needed or not appropriate. Other
researchers have found that onlookers are less likely to intervene if the situation is
ambiguous. In the case of Genovese, most of the 38 witnesses reported that they believed
that they were witnessing a “lover’s quarrel,” and did not realize that the young woman
was actually being murdered. That is like saying the Nazis were only taking the Jews for
a weekend holiday and it was all for their own good.
Bystander Apathy Is Synonymous With National Suicide
Through the course of the last five years, I have presented interconvertible proof of how
much danger Americans are in. I was among the first to cover the Deagel Report which
is printed by a globalist front group which is partnered with many of the world's intelligence
agencies including the CIA. To ensure that most reading this will take this warning
seriously, here is a partial list of Deagel partners:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

National Security Agency – http://www.nsa.gov/ North Atlantic Treaty
Organization (NATO – OTAN) – http://www.nato.int/ Organization for
Economic Co-operation and Development
(OECD)– http://www.oecd.org/ OSCE– http://www.osce.org/
Russian Defense Procurement Agency – http://www.fsoz.gov.ru
Stratfor– http://www.stratfor.com/
The World Bank– http://www.worldbank.org/
United Nations (UN) – http://www.un.org/
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United States of America Projected Changes from 2014-2025
Year: 2013
Population: 316 million
Gross Domestic Product: $17 trillion GDP per capita: $52,838Budget: $5.8
trillion Military Budget: $726 billion
Forecast 2025
Population: 69 million
Please notice the DECREASE in population that is projected?? We are halfway to our
date with destiny. We have a little over 5 years left as a nation according to this document,
a document we should be taking very seriously.
If this is should have not been enough to put millions of Americans on the street, then
maybe the following will get your attention.
Gross Domestic Product: $921 billion GDP per capita: $13,328 Military Budget: $8.0
billion as these are the Deagel projections for 2025.
Please note how the changes in U.S. population covering an 11 year period mirror what
I wrote in the America 2050 article. The projected and dramatic downward shift in
America’s population are nearly identical when one compares the America 2050
documents and the Deagel projections.
There is another striking projection which should alarm every American. In 2013,
the U.S. military budget was $726 billion dollars. However, the projected 2025
projected budget is only $8 billion dollars. This clearly points to the fact that the
CIA, through Deagel, is projecting that the United States is going to be militarily
conquered within the next 10 years. The mere $8 billion dollar projected 2025
military budget speaks to a domestic martial law type of occupation force. With this
kind of budget, the U.S. would not even be able to engage in regional conflicts. The
Deagel documents clearly speak to who the winners and losers of the coming
global conflict will be. In the Deagel document, Russia, China, Syria, Saudi Arabia,
Iran and India maintain their respective populations or increase their populations
by the year 2025. The United States and Britain undergo severe population
reductions.
Conclusion
America, you have been targeted and collectively we are not even organizing. Most of the
world wants you dead. The same small number of Independent Media journalists have
identified these issues while the MSM ignores them and the Big Tech companies censor
us for telling you the truth. And yet, nothing happens. Why?
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It is not difficult to conclude that America is going to continue to fade into the annals of
history without so much as a collective whimper. Spare me the "300 hundred million
handguns bravado". Where are they? When I grew up learning about the Holocaust and
read Martin Niemöller's quote, I never realized that I would someday be living the essence
of his quote in modern day America.
First they came for the Socialists, and I did not speak out— Because I was not a
Socialist.
Then they came for the Trade Unionists, and I did not speak out— Because I was
not a Trade Unionist.
Then they came for the Jews, and I did not speak out—Because I was not a Jew.
Then they came for me—and there was no one left to speak for me.
Welcome to the world of Bystander Apathy. In upcoming articles we will be
covering how other psychological principles are keeping Americans
immobilized and the globalists are full aware of the psychological process in play.
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Ocasio Cortez Is Correct, There Are
American Concentration Camps-3 Studies
Demonstrate the Growing Nazi Mentality In
the USA (Pt 2)
By Dave Hodges

July 17, 2019 - 14:45.

Ocasio Cortez claims there are Concentration on American soil. She is correct! However,
the modern day concentration camps are not as she describes, and they will not be
holding illegal immigrants as she claims. This article is conclusive in the notion that FEMA
camps and all that this means will be in our future unless we change course, quickly.
There are FEMA camps. In Part 3 of this series, I will be introducing two public examples
of FEMA camps presently in play inside of America. There are 800 FEMA facilities in all.
Many do not believe that America will never have the Nazi version of the holocaust. Not
only is it possible, it is almost guaranteed if the radicalized 1liberals’ takeover the White
House in 2020.
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The following will make it clear how the present climate more than supports this claim. In
addition, three psychological studies will be presented to show just how vulnerable any
people, not just Americans, are with regard to carrying out genocide against their own
people.

Please keep these figures in mind (67% would commit homicide and 60% would
knowingly give wrong answers because the group did) as you process the following
scenario as covered in three psychological studies.
1. The Milgram Study
2. The Solomon Asch Experiment
3. The Zimbardo Prison Study
What if there was real pressure to perform an act or to express a false belief? How many
people would betray their own values and give into the authority figures of the day. Also,
keep in mind that Hitler did not begin the Holocaust by immediately murdering millions of
Jews. He first chastised them. Then he systematically began to deny employment in one
area, university education, then it spread to the banks, then it was all employment,
followed by gun confiscation, loss of rights, incarceration and extermination. Today, we
see the Big Tech companies carrying out the work of the early Nazis, particularly the
social credit system being enacted by Google. The psyops directed at getting America to
accept the mark of the beast has reached employment. Americans are being told that if
they do not take vaccines, they will lose their children and they will not keep their
jobs. This is teaching the public that you cannot resist the will of the real power behind
the government. If the government, using the Milgram principle, can get 65% of the people
to murder for no reason with minimal pressure, what will the rate of compliance be when
there is real pressure? The loss of job threat will likely push these numbers into the 90th
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percentile. What if one day, it is not the flu vaccine, but rather, the mark of the beast, what
will the compliance rate be? No wonder the Bible says very few will ever make it into
heaven. Finally, do you ever get a feeling in your heart, and without any proof that
something you suspect is indeed true.
Conformity to Group Norms: The Solomon Asch Experiment
Do you think of yourself as a conformist or a non-conformist? If you ask most people the
same question, you would find that most people consider themselves to be a nonconformist and would be able to stand up to a group when they know they are right.
However, can nonconformists actually resist the peer pressure to blend in with the rest of
their peers?
In the 1950's, Polish born psychologist, Solomon Asch, conducted a conformity study.
The participants signed up to participate in a psychology experiment in which they are
asked to complete a vision test. This was a deception. The real experiment attempted to
answer the question, can people resist peer pressure to conform to a false belief? Seated
in a room with the other participants, the research participants are shown a line segment
and then asked to choose the matching line from a group with three segments of different
lengths. The experimenter subsequently asked each participant individually to select the
matching line segment.
On some occasions everyone in the group chooses the correct line, but occasionally, the
other participants unanimously declare that a different line is actually the correct match.
Unknown to the main subject of the experiment, everyone else in the experiment is a
confederate and their answers have been preplanned for the purpose of determining
whether, or not, the participant's answer can be determined by the people deliberately
giving the wrong answer. Nearly 75 percent of the participants in the conformity
experiments went along with the rest of the group at least one time.
After combining the trials, the results indicated that participants conformed to the incorrect
group answer approximately one-third of the time. At the conclusion of the experiments,
participants were asked why they had gone along with the rest of the group. In most
cases, the students stated that while they knew the rest of the group was wrong, they did
not want to risk facing personal criticism. A few of the participants were so weak-minded
that they suggested that they actually believed the other members of the group were
correct in their answers.
These results suggest that conformity can be influenced both by a need to fit in and a
belief that other people are smarter or better informed. Given the level of conformity seen
in Asch's experiments, conformity can be even stronger in real-life situations where stimuli
are more ambiguous or more difficult to judge. For example, a soldier, in attempting to
decide if they will fire upon innocent civilians, will be forced to weigh their own risk. If they
fail to obey the command to fire upon American citizens, will they face disciplinary action,
or even death? Asch also found that having one of the confederates give the correct
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answer while the rest of the confederates gave the incorrect answer dramatically lowered
conformity. In this situation, just five to ten percent resisted.
The Milgram Experiment and Group Think
The world of psychological research provides the definitive answer as to whether we
should fear our military in the coming storm ahead in the form of a phenomenon
called group think. Group think is often described as a decision-making process whereby
the group members go along with what they believe is the consensus. Group think has
also been used to describe individual acquiescence to authority even when the authority
has limited power to enforce compliance. Group think often causes groups to make hasty,
irrational decisions, where individual doubts are set aside, for fear of upsetting the group’s
leadership and balance. Just how far will people go to please authority figures and
subsequently do what they know to be immoral? The first known laboratory test for
groupthink occurred in 1963 by Yale professor, Stanley Milgram. Subjects for this
landmark study were recruited for the Yale study through newspaper ads and direct mail.
The participants were men between the ages of 20 and 50, from all educational
backgrounds, ranging from an elementary school dropout to participants with doctoral
degrees. Milgram wanted to determine what percentage of people would willingly
administer enough progressive electric shocks which would result in death simply based
on the orders of a perceived authority figure (i.e., the experimenter).
There were three participants in the experiment:
1. The Teacher was the real subject in the experiment. Their role was to administer
shocks for each wrong answer provided by the learner. How far would they go, was the
true subject of the experiment. Would they actually kill a person for failing to provide the
correct answer on a word pair test? Would they mindlessly follow the orders of the
experimenter to continue with the abuse, regardless of the results and obvious harm
being perpetrated upon the pretend victim in the experiment?
2. The second participant, the Learner, was actually a plant in the experiment. The
Learner would sit in an adjacent room and pretend to be shocked for each wrong answer
that they would purposely give. Eventually, they would cry out for help and beg the
Teacher to stop administering the electric shocks. Their cries included pleas of mercy that
were often based on an unknown level of self-expressed cardiac distress that they were
pretending to experience.
3. The Experimenter was a stern looking fellow who carried a clipboard, wore a lab coat,
and would urge the Teacher to continue regardless of the make believe pleas of the
Learner. The “Teachers” were told by the experimenter that they would be participating
in an experiment to test the effects of punishment on learning. However, as has already
been stated, this was not the goal of the experiment. The “Teacher” was given a list of
word pairs which was used to teach the Learner. The Learner was actually a confederate,
or a plant, in the experiment. The Teacher would then read the first word of each pair and
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read four possible answers. The Learner would deliberately press the wrong button to
indicate his response.
Since the answer was incorrect, the Learner would receive an electric shock, with the
voltage progressively increasing with each wrong answer. Therefore, the subjects
believed that for each wrong answer, the Learner was receiving an ever increasing level
of actual shocks which would eventually result in death.
In reality, there were no shocks. After the confederate (i.e., Learner) was separated from
the subject, the confederate set up a tape recorder integrated with the electro-shock
generator, which played pre-recorded sounds of pain and distress for each successive
level of shock. After a number of voltage level increases, the Learner would bang on the
wall which divided him from the subject (teacher).
After several instances of banging on the wall and complaining about his heart condition,
the learner provided no further responses to questions and no further complaints. The
fate of the Learner was left to the imagination of the teacher. The silence was met with
the command to continue with the experiment. Although the Learner was not being
harmed, the Teacher believed that they were administering progressively dangerous
shocks.
From the instrumentation panel, the Teacher could clearly see that their shocks were
approaching the level of lethality. Was the Teacher being forced to capitulate and
continue with the experiment? Quite the contrary was true, the prompts to continue
administering shock were encouraged by minimal prompts and absolutely no threats were
offered by the Experimenter.
If at any time the subject hesitated or expressed a desire to discontinue the experiment,
the subject was given a planned and verbatim succession of verbal prompts by the
experimenter:
1. “Please continue.”
2. “The experiment requires that you continue.”
3. “It is absolutely essential that you continue. ”
4. “You have no other choice; you must go on.”
If the Teacher still wished to stop after having listened to four successive verbal prompts,
the experiment was discontinued. Otherwise, the experiment was terminated after the
subject had administered the lethal 450-volt shock three times in succession. Milgram
expected that less than one percent would actually administer a fatal electric
shock. The actual results were so stunning that he decided to film the results on the final
day, fearing that nobody would believe his results. And what were the results? Despite
expressing some measure of discomfort and the minimal use pressure, in Milgram’s first
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set of experiments, 65% (26 out of 40) of the subjects administered the experiment’s final
and hypothetically fatal 450-volt shock. Amazingly, no participant steadfastly refused to
give further shocks before the 300-volt level!
Milgram’s results were confirmed when Dr. Thomas Blass performed a metaanalysis on the results of repeated performances of the experiment. Blass found
that the percentage of participants who were willing to administer fatal voltages
remains remarkably constant, between 61% and 66%.
The results of Milgram’s and Blass’ work are stunning in their final conclusion which
demonstrated that almost two-thirds of all Americans will mindlessly follow the commands
of a “perceived” authority figure even when the authority figure has no real power over
the people. Can you imagine how the 65% rate will dramatically climb when they authority
figure had "real" power over the people being ordered to fire upon American citizens?
The Zimbardo Prison Study
In 1971, psychologist Philip Zimbardo and his colleagues set out to create an experiment
that looked at the impact of becoming a prisoner or prison guard. Zimbardo, a former
classmate of Stanley Milgram was interested in expanding upon Milgram's research. He
wanted to further investigate the impact of situational variables on human behavior. The
research question the researchers asked was how would the participants react when
placed in a simulated prison environment? Zimbardo had previously speculated that,
"Suppose you had only kids who were normally healthy, psychologically and physically,
and they knew they would be going into a prison-like environment and that some of their
civil rights would be sacrificed. Would those good people, put in that bad, evil place, or,
would their goodness triumph?"
The results of the experiment haunt many of us in the psychology field, today, as we
ponder how far would Americans go in the enforcement of a brutal and vicious tyranny?
Zimbardo set up a mock prison in the basement of Stanford University's psychology
building, and then selected 24 undergraduate students to play the roles of both prisoners
and guards. The assignment of roles was accomplished through random selection. The
participants were selected because they had no criminal background, lacked
psychological issues and had no major medical conditions. Therefore, the participants in
the study were far more psychologically and physically healthy than any group of modern
day military force, police force or FEMA camp guards. The volunteers agreed to
participate for a one- to two-week period. Prisoners were to remain in the mock prison
24-hours a day for the duration of the study. Guards, on the other hand, were assigned
to work in three-man teams for eight-hour shifts. After each shift, guards were allowed to
return to their homes until their next shift. Researchers were able to observe the behavior
of the prisoners and guards through the use of hidden cameras.
The experiment was originally scheduled to last two weeks, but it had to be stopped after
just six days due to what was happening to the student participants. The guards became
exceptionally abusive and the prisoners began to show signs of extreme stress, anxiety
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and nervous breakdown. The prisoners and guards were allowed to behave in any
manner they chose. However, the interactions were generally hostile or even
dehumanizing. The guards began behaving in an aggressive and abusive manner toward
the mock prisoners. Subsequently, nearly all of the prisoners became passive and
depressed. Five of the prisoners began to experience such severe and acute anxiety, that
they had to be released from the study early. Zimbardo later wrote in his book The Lucifer
Effect that "Only a few people were able to resist the situational temptations to yield to
power and dominance while maintaining some semblance of morality and decency;
obviously I was not among that noble class" . Even Zimbardo lost his objectivity and the
experiment was only halted when his girl friend at the time, Christina Maslach, a graduate
psychology student, voiced objections and threatened to break off her relationship with
Zimbardo if the experiment continued.
The Stanford Prison Experiment demonstrates the powerful role that the situation can
play in human behavior. Because the guards were placed in a position of power, they
began to behave in ways they would not normally act in their everyday lives or in other
situations. By putting a prison guard uniform on the participants, issuing sun glasses and
a baton made the participant guards act in accordance with their perceived role. This has
dire consequences for the ability of uniformed personnel to resist orders from their
commanding officers to fire upon American citizens. People will act according to the role
that they have been assigned to play. Finally, based upon the Zimbardo Prison
Experiment, what kind of treatment could you expect at a FEMA camp?
Conclusion
Please use the search engine of this website and search the term FM 39.4, the official
document which demonstrates the existence of FEMA camps. FEMA Camps=Genocide,
every single time.
In America, there is something called a CMU which is short for Communications
Management Unit. These are FEMA Camps for political prisoners who have been
incarcerated for exercising their 1st Amendment rights. You will not believe what you are
about to read in Part 3. However, the documentation is air tight. There are FEMA camps
and many of your alternative media figures are headed towards them, and many of you
will be there guests as well, unless we change course.
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Normalcy Bias Will Keep One from Seeing
the Modern Day FEMA Camps (CMU's)
Operating In Full View (Part 3)
Submitted by Dave Hodges on Thursday,.

July 18, 2019
This is the third part of a series on the psychological processes which are leading to the
literal enslavement of the American people by Leftist tyrants.
I take a lot of pressure over the FEMA camp issue. My day goes much better when I do
not have to deal with this issue. On the Left, I deal with trolls who attempt to disrupt and
play the role of disbelieving citizens wo make inane comments. This is designed to
discourage me. Further, the Left has often engaged in technological sabotage. On the
right, I deal with people who suffer from terminal normalcy bias who demand to cling to
their outdated world view no matter what and no matter how much evidence conflicts with
their personal world view (eg a Nazi mentality could never rule over America). If this
wasn’t the case, then explain how Epstein and his merry band of blackmailed politicians
could have continued operating with impunity for so long? Pedophilia is ignored because
don’t want to believe what is right before their eyes. This type of paralysis can eventually
prove fatal because situations arise which requires a public ro respond swiftly and
collectively and because of normalcy bias, they are unable to do so.
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Normalcy Bias
Once the globalists have control of the media and they have utilized the principles of
classical and operant conditioning, a normalcy bias sets in and pervades the belief
systems of the American people. The people become so convinced that there cannot be
conspiracies, that when events such Fast and Furious, Benghazi, the Jade Helm situation
and the present Epstein revelations begin to come to light, the public has been
conditioned to ignore anything which smacks of a conspiracy.
What would have sent millions of Americans to the streets before the advent of TV, now
rolls right over the heads of most Americans. The Normalcy Bias condition is well known
to psychologists and sociologists. It refers to a mental state of denial in which individuals
enter into when facing a disaster or pending danger. Normalcy Bias leads people to
underestimate and minimize both the possibility of a catastrophe is actually happening,
as well as its possible consequences to their health and safety. The Normalcy Bias often
results in situations where people fail to prepare for a likely and impending disaster. The
Normalcy Bias leads people to believe that since something has never happened before,
that it never will happen. Therefore, like an infant with a security blanket we cling to our
habitual, repetitive, and normal way of life, despite overwhelming proof that serious
danger lies ahead.
For example, the viewing of former President Obama as a danger to the American people
by engaging in unprecedented dissident extraction and martial law drills through Jade
Helm. The Normalcy Bias is part of human nature and, to some extent, we are all guilty
of participating in it. Unfortunately, the Normalcy Bias inhibits our ability to prevent and to
eventually cope with a disaster once it is underway. People with Normalcy Bias have
difficulty reacting to something they have not experienced before. The Normalcy Bias also
leads people to interpret warnings and to inaccurately reframe information in order to
project an optimistic outcome which leads the person to infer a less serious situation. In
short, it is kind of a pain-killing drug which numbs a person to an impending danger. Do
you suffer from Normalcy Bias? Could you become a victim of the “my people perish from
a lack of knowledge?”
The Existence of Present Day FEMA Camps Operating in the Light of Day
Sometimes the best place to hide something is in plain view. Why? Because people will
not see a conspiracy if there is not an attempt to conceal the evidence. And even when
the evidence is made public, the people will still not believe it because of their built-in
normalcy bias.
Such a phenomenon exists today with the existence of de facto FEMA Camps. Oh,
nobody calls them FEMA Camps, but that is what they are and they operate in full view
and they show us what our future will be like. These modern day FEMA Camps are
housing political prisoners. Often these people are in these facilities because of the
crimes that they will commit, instead of crimes that they are or have committed. They are
entitled to nothing. If they continue to try and exert their 1st Amendment rights, they will
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be punished even further. These facilities are called CMU’s, short for Communications
Management Units (CMU).
From Helen Schietinger, organizer for Witness Against Torture:
When the federal Bureau of Prisons (BOP) created the first Communications
Management Unit (CMU) in 2006, nobody outside the prison bureaucracy —
not the prisoners sent there, not their lawyers, not the public — knew of its
existence. It was a prison within a medium security prison in Terre Haute,
Indiana, where Muslim men, some convicted of “terrorism -related crimes,”
were being quarantined from the general prison population and cut off from
their families and their communities. The CMU is housed in what had been a
decrepit, abandoned building in the prison compound: the closed death row
facility that formerly held Timothy McVeigh. The Center for Constitutional
Rights (CCR) began researching its existence when prisoner after prisoner
wrote letters to them desperately seeking help from behind bars to have
contact with their loved ones.
Rafil Dhafir
And then there’s the story of Rafil Dhafir, MD, an oncologist in upper New York
State who ran a Muslim charity called Help the Needy (HTN) fo r thirteen
years. It raised millions of dollars to send to Iraq’s vulnerable citizens during
the time of economic sanctions leading up to the 2003 US invasion of Iraq. He
was arrested and accused of terrorism related to his charity but was ultimately
convicted of violating the economic sanctions against Iraq, money laundering,
and Medicare fraud. He was sentenced to 22 years in prison and served
several years of that sentence in the Terre Haute CMU. Although no terrorism
charges were ever brought against Dhafir, he is on the government’s list of
successful terrorism convictions.
According to a recent statement by Katherine Hughes, who has closely
followed his case:
Dr. Dhafir is currently in his 15th year of a 22 -year prison sentence for a crime
he was never charged with in a court of law: money laundering to help terrorist
organizations. His real crime was sending food and medicine, for 13 years, to
sick and starving Iraqi civilians during the brutal US and UK -sponsored UN
embargo on that country.
In short, Dhafir is a political prisoner and his imprisonment is being carried out
in a modern day FEMA Camp hiding in full view. CMUs also house individuals with
“unpopular” political views, such as environmental activists. Many of these prisoners were
brought to the CMU as a calculated means to “integrate” the units after critical press
attention to the targeting of Muslims. Also commonly detained in the CMU are prisoners
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who have been active in organizing prisoners’ rights, participated in lawful social justice
movements, organized worship sessions, or filed grievances based on mistreatment
and/or conditions of confinement.
Conclusion
So, there are no FEMA Camps? Despite the documentation which ranges from REX 84
to FM 3-39.4,( INTERNMENT AND RESETTLEMENT OPERATIONS manual), which
proves FEMA Camps exist. This is incontrovertible evidence that they exist and are in full
operation. However, many will still not believe their eyes and ears despite overwhelming
evidence to the contrary due to personalized “normalcy bias”. today's CMU's are beta
testing the widespread camps of the future.
To those that have some grasp as to the gravity of what I am presenting here, there must
be some who wondering about who will end up in these facilities.
•

Alt media figures will be the first to go.

•

Politicians will be framed for crimes and be sentenced

•

People with unpopular views will be incarcerated as political prisoners (ie domestic
terrorists). Much of the evidence will come from internet browsing history.

There will be others but the three identified groups is standard when tyranny rears its ugly
head and it happens in every dictatorial society. And this is the danger zone we find
ourselves no matter what one’s normalcy bias.
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What Are Your Odds of Surviving In A
FEMA Camp?
by
Dave Hodges

Most of us have seen the images as America descends into a new level of tyranny
under the cloud of Jade Helm 15 (JH 15) as the loyal American states of Texas and
Utah are declared to be “hostile” states.
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We have seen the dissident extraction drills in Ft. Lauderdale, FL.

Did you ever think you would see this in America?

We have seen the nighttime black helicopter extraction transport drills.
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We are seeing the relative emergence of what is referred to as FEMA camp “Death
Domes” designed to house thousands of detainees.

We know from leaked documents that FEMA Camps are present all over the nation.
FEMA Camps will soon outnumber the banks that will be left standing.

From Army Manual 3-39.40, Internment/Resettlement document, we even have the
floor plans for FEMA camps.
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FM 3-39.4 ARMY MAP OF FEMA CAMP DESIGN AND LAYOUT
We are even aware that extensive plans have been made for our final resting place.
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NOW THAT YOU UNDERSTAND, THE CHRONOLOGY, THE INTENT AND THE
NATURE OF THE GLOBALIST PLANS FOR US, THERE IS ONE REMAINING
QUESTION:
WHAT ARE YOUR ODDS OF SURVIVING IN A FEMA CAMP?

Are You Ready?
Are you ready for the coming tyrannical crackdown and the complete evisceration of
our constitutional liberties? Have you taken the proper precautions that will ensure the
safety of you and your family? It is not likely that very many of us have taken any
meaningful steps to maximize our chances for survival in what will prove to be
humanity’s darkest days. Do you have what it takes to survive in a re-education camp?
When the Wackenhut bus rolls into your neighborhood at 3AM, are you prepared to
deal with what lies ahead? Let’s assume for a second that martial law is fully enacted
and you were not able to find a safe sanctuary and that you are arrested by the powers
that be. Have you considered what will happen?
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Your family members will be separated by the authorities as a prelude to sending you
to their detention facilities, and that means that men will go to one facility, and women
will go to another. Children will have their own facility awaiting them. Remember, the
state owns your children and they have declared so in their Agenda 21 documents. In
all likelihood, this will mark the last time you will ever see your family. How do I know
this? Read the Rex 84 documents. The government tells you in plain language what
they plan to do with you and your family.
The Two Biggest Threats to Your Survival Are Psychological
Imagine how a man who is deprived of everyone he has ever cared about, and at the
same time this man has lost his house and all of his possessions, how will he survive?
There are two primary dangers facing detainees and the biggest danger consists of
bad luck and your showers will actually emit cyanide instead of water. And the second
danger detainees will face is the loss of hope as we succumb and let go of life. For
how will you find meaning in your life, when you’re separated from everything you’ve
ever known and loved?
If you are sent to the camps in the upcoming clamp down, there are things you can do
to exercise control over the things of which you have influence. The Jews, placed in
the NAZI death camps, were a very resilient people and were able to manufacture
their own subculture while in the death camp.
There Were Resisters to the Forced Incarcerations
There were those, however, that did resist as they ran from the relocation trains, and/or
attacked their captors. In almost every instance, resisting authorities at the time
of arrest was almost 100% fatal most often ending with a bullet in the back of their
head.
Within the death camps, a legitimate subculture appeared as the people
played cards and actors, musicians, comics, singers, and dancers all
entertained small groups who came together for a few hours to forget their
dehumanization.Inmates formed close relationships with one another and this was
their grass roots form of resistance.
The voices of history are clear, if you’re ever forced into a re-education camp, pray for
good luck and develop meaningful relationships among your fellow detainees and find
pleasure in the small things over which you will have some measure of control.
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Some Inmates Resisted

If you allowed yourself to be taken to a camp, could you organize a resistance and
somehow win your freedom? There were some that tried just that. However, the results
were not promising.
In Treblinka, seven hundred Jews were successful in blowing up the camp on August
2, 1943. All but 150 of the inmates perished in retaliation for their efforts. Only 12
Treblinka inmates survived the war. In Sobibor, Jewish and Russian inmates mounted
an escape on October 14, 1943. One in ten successfully escaped, about 60 out of
600. The prisoners involved in the escape survived to join the Soviet
underground. In Auschwitz, on October 7, 1944, one of the four crematoria was blown
up by Jewish workers, whose job it was to clear away the bodies of gas chamber
victims. The workers were all caught and 100% of them were killed.
The lesson seems clear, if you allow yourself to be taken, you’re probably not coming
out of the experience alive.
What is the lesson that one should draw? First, do not get caught and I know that is
easier said than done. Secondly, some will survive, not many, by choosing to go along
to get along. Third, you can try to escape. To survive by going along to get along,
requires a fair amount of luck to survive. From my perspective, I believe history
teaches that mounting an organized escape effort may be the best chance for survival
that an inmate has coming out of the death camp experience, alive.
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Community Resistance?
Can a community mount a successful resistance? Despite the stereotype which
betrays all Jews as meekly going to their death, there were plenty of communities
which mounted a resistance. For example, on September 3, 1942, seven hundred
Jewish families escaped from the Tuchin Ghetto, located in Ukraine. However, the
Nazis hunted them down, and only 15 survived.
By 1943, the residents in the famous Warsaw Ghetto, had organized an army of about
1,000 men, mostly unarmed and without military equipment. In January 1943, German
soldiers entered the ghetto to round up more Jews for shipment to the death camps.
They were met by a volley of bombs, Molotov cocktails, and a few bullets from the
sparse number of firearms which had been smuggled into the ghettos.
Twenty German soldiers were killed. The action encouraged a few members of the
Polish resistance to support the uprising, and a few machine guns, some hand
grenades, and about a hundred rifles and revolvers were smuggled in.
The Germans returned with almost 3,000 veteran German troops and overcame the
resistance. It is true that nearly 300 Germans were killed. However, Jewish losses
were estimated at 15,000. Some Jews survived and some actually did escape, but not
many.
More Thoughts

What is the takeaway from these experiences? Unfortunately, it is an almost certain
death sentence if one allows themselves to be incarcerated by a ruthless totalitarian
regime. We have seen that resistance at the point of arrest is futile. Armed and
organized resistance which includes community involvement, produces long odds for
survival, but some do survive.
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Resisting captors inside of the concentration camp, by any means necessary, is nearly
fatal in every case. Acquiescing to authority, while one carves out a life under very dire
circumstances, provides the best chance for survival. And for those of us who are
naturally resistant to tyranny. this is a bitter pill to swallow! However, and even under
these conditions, one’s survival is highly dependent on being lucky.

The best chance for survival if you are ever transported to a detention center, is
to avoid being caught in the first place. Two out of every three Jews
hidden survived the war. the lesson here is that as society begins to fragment,
parents can enhance the survival of their children by bequeathing them to close
friends who are not “enemies of the state”.
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The Independent reported, that at least 764 people escaped the Holocaust by leaping
from trains, a surprising figure, but it is based on data drawn from new research. It
appears that escaping during transport, although not commonplace, does provide one
with one of the best chances for survival.

Was this the escape proof loophole closed by FEMA, in 2012, when they ordered
102,000 box cars with shackles?

Conclusion
I predict that there will come a time in America when we will regret the day that we did
not resist the bankster controlled government while we still had the means and that
would have been prior to DHS acquiring 2.2 billion rounds of ammunition. Perhaps
your survival instinct should kick in and stand up the tyranny that is staring us square
in the face. Perhaps we should all learn a valuable lesson in history and never give up
our guns. Even more importantly, we can pray for the Second Coming of our Lord and
Savior Jesus Christ!

(Revelation 22:20-21)
Come, Lord Jesus! ... May the grace of the Lord Jesus be
with God's holy people.
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